


The brand identity expresses the name 

with the symbol of INFINITY, placed at 

an angle to form the two 'O's. It 

represents innumerable possibilities 

across the two hemispheres - east & west. 

It also resembles the letter 'S' to denote 

(creative & support) solutions. The 

shadow beneath the symbol depicts 

joining of two entities, client and 

designer, for a strong and mutually 

respectful relationship through value 

addition and commitment. Gray colour 

represents 'gray matter' (intelligent 

ideas). Yellow-orange colour represents 

novelty, innovation, vibrance and purity.
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I’m possible

Impossible is...

stronger we stand

Better I serve...

to your vision

Let’s add visual...

Yes! We believe in ourselves. Believe in what you need. Believe in what we can offer. Believe in commitment, 
quality, support and a clean conscience - elements that build brand equity and relationship. Together, with you, 
we are a formidable team! Because, our objectives are mutual - brand recall and escalation of a satisfied 
customer base.

Let us join hands with the conviction to work out an enduring and mutually fruitful association.

Dedication, innovation and a professional approach to minute detail go into the heart of every assignment. 
Personal attention to each client and comprehensive understanding & analysis of individual requirements help 
in providing customised services. These ensure the desired message is effectively conveyed, within the pre-
determined time line. 

Allow us to support you in deriving the most favourable results.

Integrated, seamless services encompass branding, marketing communication needs across the spectrum of 
print media, copy & content development, and web based solutions. Exposure and experience in creating niche 
products is combined with knowledge and grasp of pre-press, print production and digital media.

Let's get together and add a punch to your dreams of scaling up!
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Protip

Amol

Kohina

Manu

The graphic designer, Protip also takes care of copywriting & content development, client servicing, production and 
operations. Occasionally, he also dabbles in photography with an inclination towards the artistic side, and has a personal 
interest in community development for the marginalised sections (www.nishchay.org). This elderly youth is very particular 
about his lean physique and loves donning colourful clothes (at times unbearable... uff!). Lovingly called 'Dada' (elder 
brother) he prides about preparing tea, the 'dhaba' (roadside joint) style! Well… let him feel happy about it! 

At six feet and shoe size 10, Amol is the towering figure. Demure, soft-spoken and ever-smiling, he's a wizard at SEO and 
churns out a perfect 10 in customer care while handling any issue related to the digital media. Despite being a techie, he is 
also extremely knowledgeable in essential oils. Occasionally, the other guys also use him as a ladder to reach into the loft.

The 'melody queen', Kohina is probably one of the best voice-over artistes. She's a perfectionist and also has a Masters in 
classical dance. She's the reason that the music system or the FM radio are gathering dust! Her altruistic nature, sense of 
humour and an awesome smile can diffuse any tense moment with the flick of a twinkling eye. 

An immensely energetic person, Manu enjoys toying with the digits 0 & 1. His expertise as a developer, grasp on coded 
languages and knowledge of movable effects infuse life into web and e-creations. He wields a magic wand on which even 
Genie has an eye. A philosophical guru, he is also endowed with vast knowledge of spirituality and mythology. 

I just try to stand out

I’m not outstanding...

Hi! Welcome to ProtipBose Creative Solutions. 

We don't compete in a race to play the game of being the best. 

We just aim to offer compelling, memorable visuals and messages 
to help you make an emotional connect with your target audience.
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How it works

Beauty or creativity is a personal perception. More specific, elaborate and comprehensive the brief, better and 

more focused will be the outcome or result. We dig deep into you  to be able to read your mind and create 

memorable stories. This helps us to gain an insight into your vision which can be transformed into a great visual 

impact. It is always suggested that the description from the client should ideally be accompanied with 

examples/samples and/or research data pertaining to the project. 

The process of starting from incubation to ideation and onto execution of the final product is pretty simple. It is 

initiated through a call from you (or from us). The next step involves a meeting with you, at your convenience, to 

get broader, detailed and specific information related to the project a.k.a. brainstorming with you to get an in-

depth understanding of the brand, the message intended to be conveyed through the project and, the effective 

medium of marketing communication to be adopted. 

After assimilation of all the information, a quote containing project description, timelines, payment schedules, 

along with terms and conditions is sent to you for approval and issuance of a 'job order'. 

On receipt of the 'job order', we get down to the drawing board wracking our brains over many cups of tea and 

coffee (and yes, we also smoke!) to come up with ideas and concepts that will inspire / influence your buyers.

The process of project management is complemented with a steady exchange of communication and follow-ups. 

Feedbacks are constantly exchanged on either side throughout the project cycle. Certain projects, particularly 

those related to branding, packaging and website development, require sufficient amount of research and 

incorporation of client, staff and customer insight and sentiments.
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We offer branding, marketing communication and digital solution products that express your vision. Coining 

slogans, copywriting and content development excite us. The bouquet of creative services include anything that 

can be produced on paper, synthetic or digitally. 

corporate branding (logo) brochure

product branding (logo) catalogue

stationery design poster

packaging design print advertisement

flyer

annual report

large format display information journal

signage folder / docket

standee newsletter / mailer

CD cover

book cover

page layout website design, development & hosting

website maintenance and updation 

greeting card

calendar

planner

We do not offer services for the electronic media or engage in PR / media planning.

Corporate Marketing communication

Indoor / outdoor

Publishing

Web solution

Greeting e-presentation 
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branding / logo
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corporate identity
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point-of-sale, annual report, journal
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journal, newsletter
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poster
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print ad
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packaging
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book cover
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website



ProtipBose Creative Solutions

talk

mail

visit

 

 

Delhi. India

+91 8826204532
+91 8826204533

protip@protipbose.com 
protipbose@yahoo.com
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Thanks for your time and consideration! 
We look forward to hearing from you! 
Please don't hesitate to get in touch 
with us if you have a question, or if 
you'd want to talk to us. 
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